JURISPRUDENCE SECTION NEWSLETTER, SEPTEMBER 2019
Jurisprudence Section Announcements


Jurisprudence Section Award Nominations: **The deadline is next week, Monday,
September 9!** You may nominate at most one person or work for each award by
emailing me (<mihailis-diamantis@uiowa.edu>). Each nomination must be
accompanied by a supporting paragraph. For the Article and Future Promise Awards, an
electronic copy of the work for which the author is being nominated must be
attached. Works forming the basis of any nomination for the Article Award must have a
2018 or 2019 year of publication. The awards are:
The Hart-Dworkin Award in Legal Philosophy: Given annually to a scholar who
has made significant and lasting contributions to the philosophical
understanding of law.
o Jurisprudence Section Article Award: Given annually to a tenured or tenuretrack scholar in recognition of a single article or book chapter published in the
prior year that exemplifies exceptional philosophical work in legal scholarship.
o Future Promise Award: Given annually to a pre-tenure-track scholar for a single
article or book chapter that reflects future promise in philosophy and law.
Jurisprudence Section Listserv: As a reminder, the listserv (<SECTJP.aals@lists.aals.org>)
is now an open community forum. Official communications from the board (like this
one) are now sent via direct email using the Jurisprudence Section membership
roster. If you wish to receive official Section communications but not listserv traffic, you
can unsubscribe from the listserv using the online settings in your AALS account. If you
wish to receive no Section correspondence at all, please request removal from the
Section by emailing AALS Section Services Manager Josh Albertson
(<JAlbertson@aals.org>).
Let the Section Know About Your Scholarship and Events!: To make a submission for
October’s newsletter, please email me (<mihailis-diamantis@uiowa.edu>). For Event
submissions, please provide a date, title, location, and a link for more information. For
Recent Scholarship submissions, please provide citation information, a link to the work,
and (if desired) a two-sentence description.
o





Events





Oct. 1, CFP, Data and Ethics, University of Vienna, Austria
Nov. 1-2, Money: What is it? How Should It Function?, University of Groningen, The
Netherlands
Nov. 30, CFP, Hate Speech: What It Is and How It Works, Karlsruhe Institute of
Technology, Germany
Dec. 31, CFP, Cornell Conference in Philosophy of Law, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY

Recent Scholarship



Mihailis E. Diamantis, The Extended Corporate Mind: When Corporations Use AI to Break
the Law, 91 N.C. L. REV. (forthcoming 2020): Since the law defines corporate misconduct
in terms of employee misconduct, it has difficulty holding corporations accountable
when algorithms rather than employees are the source of corporate harm. Recent work
in psychology and philosophy of mind point to a doctrinal fix.

